




BEE WELCOME
Our goal is very simple: we want to imprint 

change thr!"#$%&'%()*+,*+#-.

We believe that 3D printing will change the 

paradigm of mass-production, bringing it closer 

to the individual consumer, in such a way as to 

take us into a more leisure-oriented society-%%.

Join us and help take 3D printing to the next level.
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3D Printing is a lot like your regular ink printer at home. The big difference is that 

instead of producing a simple two-dimensional image on a sheet of paper, it 

deposits a material, layer upon layer, until you get a real three-dimensional object. 

The material might be a certain type of plastic, or even metal, and there are printers 

that can even use living cells. 

3D Printing is one of the fastest growing new industries in the world today. It all 

started around 30 years ago, but until recently, 3D printers were large, very 

expensive and rather limited in their use. Today, it’s a whole different scenario, and 

widespread 3D printing has taken off in the last few years. Technological advances 

in 3D Printing come in leaps and bounds.

This is a new area of human innovation that has the potential to change the world as 

we know it. From Medicine to Industry, Manufacturing to Home Use, 3D printing will 

change a whole range of paradigms in a revolutionary fashion.

Don’t be left behind! Discover 3D the world of 3D Printing!

Imprint Change!



BEEPRODUCTS

BEE PRODUCTS
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Takes up even less space than a normal 

paper printer! Only 40cm x 40 cm x 14cm. 

EPRODUCTS

BEETHEFIRST’s low noise makes it an 

absolutely fantastic device to use in a 

quiet environment, whether at home or at 

work.

We try and test our printers and our 

software tirelessly and extensively. In the 

unlikely case you run into a spot of bother, 

our Customer Service will always be there 

for you.

BEETHEFIRST is both Plug & Print and 

Click & Print. From getting it out of the box 

and starting to make cool stuff, it’s a matter 

of minutes.
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BEETHEFIRST is one of the best 

looking printers out there. Don’t 

take our word for it! See what the 

industry had to say:

"The aesthetic appeal is what sets this 3D 

printer apart from its competition."

in 3D Printing Industry 

"BEETHEFIRST is a beautifully designed, 

elegant and portable 3D printer for 

personal uses."

in Aniwaa 

"The Portuguese company 

BEEVERYCREATIVE brings the 

BEETHEFIRST, an extremely pretty Fused 

Filament Fabrication (FFF) 3D printer, to 

the the market." 

in 3druck.com 
You’ll be hard pressed to find another 

3D printer with a handle that allows it 

to be carried where you want it to be. 

Add that to out BEEPACK, and it’s even 

easier to take it anywhere. 



Easy to use…
“Here, with this equipment, it will be an 
absolute dream come true, for the 
teachers and for the students. 
For design, it's the best thing that could 
happen in the classroom”
Teresa Franqueira, Director of MsC in Engineering and Product Design 

at the University of Aveiro.



After having gone through other [3D printers], 
the BEETHEFIRST is the first 3D printer that 
allows me to focus exclusively on what I’m 
interested in doing: creating. Technology is 
only beautiful when it improves our lives and 
it’s only revolutionary when it’s subtle. My 
friends at BEEVERYCREATIVE understand this 
very well, and it’s for this purpose that they’re 
so driven and persistent.
Celso Martinho, CTO of Sapo, one of the largest ISP’s in Portugal.



Easy 
to transport…
“Without doubt, a must-have for any 
creative individual.”
João Montenegro, Assistant Lecturer at the Dep. of Communication and Art 

at the University of Aveiro 



“With the BEETHEFIRST, my ability to 
produce models and prototypes has 
become more precise, which guarantees a 
range of advantages in designer/customer  
relations; another great advantage is 
making real the complexity of our 
imagination!”
Raúl Pinto, Designer

Easy to live with.



> FILAMENTS
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Yellow

White

Black 

Neon Green

Turquoise

Orange

Transparent

Red
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330g, 1,75mm

330g, 1,75mm

330g, 1,75mm

330g, 1,75mm

330g, 1,75mm

330g, 1,75mm

330g, 1,75mm

330g, 1,75mm



BEEPRODUCTS

How easy 
is it to prepare 
the 
BEETHEFIRST 
for printing?
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1.

2.

3.



BEEPRODUCTS

How easy is it to 
install BEESOFT, 
the printing 
software?
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1. Go there:

2. Go to the “Software Download” page, 

and click on the link for your operating system:

3. Run the file to install BEESOFT:

Done!



BEEPRODUCTS

How easy is it to 
start printing 
with BEESOFT?
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1. Click on Gallery > Import Model and select an .stl file

2. Click on “print”

3. Select the resolution and density

Now just sit back and watch BEETHEFIRST make your ideas real!



HOME USE
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Architects, jewellers,
designers and so on…

CREATIVE USE
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“BEETHEFIRST was a watershed in my 
professional versatility. As soon as I had it, 
I had to acquire more consumables to 
allow me to keep up with the new projects 
it was allowing me to develop.”

João Montenegro, Assistant Lecturer at the Dep. of Communication and Art 

at the University of Aveiro 
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From primary school 
to university

EDUCATIONAL
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Engineering 
and product design

CORPORATE
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BEE 
THERE FOR YOU

High Level Service 

BEEVERYCREATIVE aims to have second-to-none customer service and support. 

Scope: Customer service works 7 days a week. 

Working hours: 8am to 7pm (GMT) 

Includes: 

- Daily email monitoring; 

- Remote support via Skype or equivalent available technology; 

- Contact via telephone whenever necessary 

- Dispatch of a support team to the customer’s location or reception of the equipment 

at BEEVERYCREATIVE’s facilities. 



Warranty 

2 years for private buyers, and 1 year for collective buyers, in accordance with Portuguese 

Law. More information on warranty is available in the chapter BEE PREPARED. 

Dispatch 

All printers are dispatched on the day of order confirmation or on the following working day. 

Deliveries 

Up until 96 hours, all over the world, counting from the moment of dispatch. 

Service Level Agreement – e-mail 

Communications and lines of contact 

sales@beeverycreative.com - commercial information 

beevc@beeverycreative.com - institutional information 

partnerships@beeverycreative.com - partnerships 

ideas@beeverycreative.com - ideas and suggestions 

customer_service@beeverycreative.com – customer support service

Contact flow

CUSTOMER 1ST LEVEL 
OF SUPPORT

2ND LEVEL 
OF SUPPORT



 
Printing technology 

Max. printing volume

 

Layer resolution

Filament diameter      

Volume 

       

Approx. Weight      

Working ambient temperature

Storage temperature  

   

Humidity 

AC Input

 

Connectivity       

Exterior 

Printing table

Software name 

File type

Minimum system requirements  

FFF

190mm x 135mm x 125mm 

(7.48 x 5.31 x 4.92 x in)

High - 100 microns 

Low - 300 microns

1.75 mm

40 x 40 x 14 cm 

(15.75 x 15.75 x 5.51 in)

9.5 kg (21 lb)

15º - 30º C 

(59º - 86º F)

0º - 30º C 

(32º - 86º F)

Low

100 - 120 VAC 3.0A 50 - 60 Hz

200 - 240 VAC 2.0A 50 - 60 Hz

USB

Metal / Acrylic

Polycarbonate 

BEESOFT (Open Source)

.stl

Windows (7 / 8) | Linux (12.04 +)

Core i3 | AMD Phenom II | AMD Atlhon X2

RAM: 2GB

Free disk space: 500 MB

Graphics card (GPU): 512 MB dedicated

Mac OS X (10.7/10.8+)

Mac hardware: late-2008+

BEETHEFIRST 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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MERCHANDISING

BEEPRODUCTS

T-SHIRT

BAG
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UK

EU/ World
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PLUGS



Printing table pack
Spatula + table + tweezers

Cable pack
Power cable + USB cable

Tape pack
3 rolls of tape

Quick print
Spatula + tweezers 

+ Allen key + 2 rolls of tape
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ACCESSORIES
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